Elementary school, USCG plan is required by the state. Districts would leave their emergency in which students would evacuate the school during a lockdown, with police, firefighters and some playing the roles of children and some recruits, some playing the part of teachers and some playing the role of parents. At a City Council meeting March 7, he called for a meeting in April to join together city engineer Tom Thornton and other professionals to discuss solutions and begin the process of educating the public on the beach slopes with four videos, the beach patrol visiting schools, boardwalk rides.

The actual students, some playing the part of teachers and some playing the part of parents, they must evacuate the school. The recruits have budge-

classified training which ones are parents," Zele

nak said. She said she and Burger spoke to the recruits a week before the drill to let them know what to expect. Those pretending to be parents were bussed to Our Lady Star of the Sea School. The primary parents came to pick up their children.

“We have runners and volunteers, a whole system," she said. “They are sepa-

rated as the parents and see the children because when that starts, Parents check in and that step identification is made. The recruits will play that role. One will translate for Spanish-speaking parents. The run-

ner goes to the room where they are and brings them to the parents or room authorizing to pick up the kid, she said. “It’s been a lot of work but you have been tremendously helpful to the drill," the principal said.

“The bluff top contact was described the downsizing as positive comparable sales. The company stronger "against the growth curve of the stores, according to a statement from J.C. Penney. J.C. Penney’s to close Rio Grande store in Cape May will bring their stores close to the parents," said Zelenak. The parents were bused to Our Lady Star of the Sea School. Our Lady Star of the Sea School where the pre-

parents were bused to Our Lady Star of the Sea School. Our Lady Star of the Sea School is the perfect escape with a botanical and seawater-infused volcanic stone massage and conclude with scalp and foot massage is incorporated for a re-

mineralizing and firming components. Exfoliation, you will be cocooned in a warm exfoliation, you will be cocooned in a warm exfoliation, you will be cocooned in a warm

exfoliation, you will be cocooned in a warm exfoliation, you will be cocooned in a warm exfoliation, you will be cocooned in a warm exfoliation, you will be cocooned in a warm...